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Pacific Gas and Electric Company
77 Beale Street,
San Franc isco, California 94106

Attention: Mr. Frederick T. Searls
Vice President and General Counsel

n

Docket Nos. 050-0133
050-0275

F80-0323
050-0398
050-0399

Gentlemen:

This acknowledges receipt of your letters of July 20, 1972 which advised us
of the records on valve wall thickness that will be available and your plans
for demonstrating that valves not covered by suitable records have acceptable
wall thickness. The records and valve measurement programs will be examined
during future routine reactor inspections.

The following are our coranents on certain criteria you suggested for the
scope of your valve measurement program:

1. 'Valves in Reactor Cleanu S stem BWR

P

Valves within the coolant clean up systems greater than lg-inch should
not be excluded from the program for wall thickness determination
unless the isolation valves for the system close automatically on
valve failure in the system. The same criteria should be applied to
the emergency condenser system. for steam valves greater than 2$ -inch.

2. Valve Sizes .

The criteria in footnote (2) of 10CFR50.55 a.(f), as revised August 24,
1972, indicate that components may be excepted from the requirements
for reactor coolant pressure boundary if, in the event of postulated
failure, the reactor can be shut down and cooled down in an orderly
manner. An "orderly shutdown" is one which can be accomplished within
the limits established by the technical specifications. The orderly
shutdown criterion is not necessarily the same as a criterion for
maintaining reactor level by normal makeup flow. For this reason,
valves smaller than those which would be dictated by make-up flow
considerations were included in our letter of June 20, 1972.
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3. Inclusion of For ed Ualves

The expansion of 'the'valve,,wall measurement program to include forged
as well as cast valves is based on r'ecent data indicating that'wall

-thickness is a problem with forged valves, as well as cast valves. We
cannot accept the absence of failure as a criterion which 'defines the
scope of the valve wall measurement program, particularly when experience
has demonstrated that both cast and forged valve bodies have been found
with less than acceptable wall thickness.

4. Accurac of Ultrasonic Measurement

The 2/ accuracy in valve wall measurement refers to the accuracy required
when valve wall thickness approaches. the acceptable minimum. 'n'ccuracy
of 2% is not required when the measurement error could not affect the
,conclusion that wall thickness meets minimum requirements; However, the
measurement technique to be used should be qualified in a manner which
will est'ablish the accuracy attainable when the technique is used with
material having the range of thickness and configuration of the valve
walls under consideration.

If you have any further suggestions or comments, we will be glad to discuss
them with you.

Sincerely,

R. W. Smith
Director

1 ~

cc: Mr. W. Raymond, Humboldt Bay
Nuclear Power Station

Mr. J. D. Worthington, PG&E
Mr. G. Richards, PG&E

bcc, w/cy'of licensee's ltrs (3) dtd 7/20/72:
RO Chief, Reactor Testing & Operations Br.
RO Office of Operations Evaluation
RO AD for Procedures
RO AD for. Inspection & Enforcement
L DD for Reactor Projects
RO Files (5)
DR Central Files (5)
PDR
Local BDRs (4)
NSIC (5)
DTIE (5)
LA PDR (2)
SAN PDR (5)
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PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY

77 Beale Street

San Francisco, California 94106

July 20, 1972

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
2111 Bancroft Way
Berkeley, California 94704

Attention:

Re:

Mr. R. W. Smith, Director
Region V, Directorate of
Regulatory Operations

lf

Docket No. 50-133
License No. DPR-7

Gentlemen:

In your letter of June 20> 1972, you requested that the minimum
wall thickness for valves "important to nuclear safety" be verified and
documented for Unit No. 3 of our Humboldt Bay Power Plant.

Our operating experience does not indicate that this is a signi-
ficant problem. In the nine-year operating history of the Unit, there has
been no evidence of inadequacies in, the integrity of such valves as a

pressure boundary. Further, the historic practice of valve manufacturers
has been to require that casting wall thickness measurements be taken to
verify that castings conform to drawings. However, there has been no code
requirement for maintaining records documenting the wall thickness of
valves.

Records currently available at the plant are not adequate to pro-
vide the requested verification. We are attempting to obtain additional
records from the various valve manufacturers and from the Bechtel Corporation.
We expect that this review of records will be completed by September 1, 1972.
Should these records prove to be inadequate, we will either (1) provide you
with an ~ engineering justification which shows that the valves satisfy service
requirements or (2) develop a program to provide verification by non«destruc-
tive testing (NDT) using "state of the art" instrumentation. The NDT tech-
nique will be demonstrated and documented to have an acceptable maximum error
in repeatability and accuracy when calibrated with a machined casting test
block of appropriate material and thickness. Our objective in this testing
program will be to demonstrate that the actual minimum wall thickness, includ-
ing the probable error of the measuring technique, exceeds the "Specified
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Minimum Wall Thickness" as required by the appropriate codes and standards.

In order to assist us in our efforts to document wall thickness
of valves "important to nuclear safety,", we would appreciate your comments
on the following matters:

l. Our interpretation of footnote 1 of 10CFR50.55a (f) is that it excludes
those reactor coolant pressure boundary valves inside the isolation
valves of the reactor cleanup system and emergency condenser system.
Accordingly, we do not propose to include such valves in our program.

2. Your letter states that demonstration of acceptable wall thickness is
required for valves over 1$-inch nominal pipe size in water lines and
over 2g-inch nominal pipe size in steam lines for boiling water re-
actors. Footnote 1 to 10CFR50.55a (f) states that:

"Components which are connected to the reactor coolant system....
need not meet these requirements, provided:

(a) In the event of postulated failure of the component during normal
reactor operation, the reactor can be shut down and cooled down
in an orderly manner, assuming makeup is provided by the reactor
coolant makeup system only, or...."

The Company's "Report on Emergency Core Cooling System" dated May 17,
1967 established that:

"The feedwater system is capable of preventing a decrease in water
level for piping breaks two inches in inside diameter and smaller based
on a break below the water level.'or breaks in the steam space, the
feedwater system can keep up with a piping break four inches in inside
diameter and smaller."

Accordingly, we would propose to limit our program to valves over 2-
inches nominal pipe size in water lines and over 4-inches 'in steam lines.

3. The wall thickness deficiencies which have been observed in the industry
have been limited to valve castings. This has been the result of a "core
shift" during the pouring of the casting. The AEC's publication "Con-
struction Ex erience - Power Reactors" RCE: 72-2 dated January 1972 and
entitled, "Thin Walled Valves" describes these experiences. We would
therefore propose to limit our program to those valves employing castings
as their reactor coolant pressure boundaries.

Our program, including testing if this proves to be necessary, will
be scheduled for completion by June 20, 1975. If testing is required, the
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program will proceed as valves can be made available for testing with due
consideration given to personnel radiation exposure limits.

Sincerely,
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PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY

77 Beale Street

San Francisco, California 94106

July 20, 1972
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U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
2111 Bancroft Way
Berkeley, California 94704

Attention: Mr. R. W. Smith, Director
Region V, Directorate of
Regulatory Operations
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Re: Docket No. 050-0275
Docket No. 050-0323

Gentlemen:

Your letter of June 20 requested that we verify, through
manufacturing records or other suitable means, that certain valves
to be installed in the Diablo Canyon Units meet the minimum wall
thickness requirements of specified codes or standards. We believe
that, i.f this verification is to become a requirement, the preferable
means of verification to be ultrasonic measurement of wall thickness
at the construction site.

Our nuclear steam supply system vendor, who supplied the
valves to be measured, is currently preparing a recommended measure-
ment program. Within 60 days we expect to receive from him a tabula-
tion of the reactor coolant pressure boundary valves covered by your
letter, the relevant codes and standards in effect on the date of
purchase, the required minimum wall thickness, the location on the
valve where the wall should be measured, and a recommended measurement
system commensurate with the stated requirements.

If commercially available ultrasonic instrumentation can
demonstrate the required accuracy and repeatability, then it is expected
that, within 90 days, our on-site personnel will have: segregated the
valves to be measured, developed written measurement and documentation
procedures, and initiated a documented measurement program. We intend
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U. S. Atomic Energy Commission -2- July 20, 1972

to conduct the program concurrently with piping and valve installation.
Hopefully, documented measurement of all Unit No. 1 valves would be
completed by the end of 1973 and on the Unit No. 2 valves by late 1974.

However, should it be necessary to use a measurement system
of special design which is not readily available, it must be assumed
that some nuclear units at other sites in the U. S. with earlier com-
pletion dates will have priority over Diablo Canyon, and delays in
our program can be anticipated. We do not expect such delays to keep
us from completing the documented measurement program=within the three-
year period called for in your letter.

We may wish to discuss with you at a later time, the stated
need for 2% accuracy in ultrasonic measurements and the requirement to
measure wrought as well as cast valves. It appears to us that we should
be able to demonstrate minimum wall compliance with measurements of
less accuracy as long as the measurement errox could not affect the
conclusion. While we understand the background that has led to the
desirability of verification on cast valve bodies in the reactor coolant
system pressure boundary, we do not believe that this )ustifies extending
the scope to valve bodies produced by forging or other processes.
Nevertheless, our current plans in developing the program are to meet
the scope and accuracy called for in your letter.

Your letter was also directed to oux'umboldt Bay Unit No. 3
Docket No. 050-0133. Oux proposed action on this unit is covered in
a separate response.

Sincerely,
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PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC C(NiPANY

77 Beale Street

San Prancisco, California 94106

July 20, 1972

U S ~ Atomic Energy Commission
Region V
2111 Bancroft Way
Berkeley, California 94704

Attention: Director, Region V
Directorate of Regulatory Operations

Re M'endocino Power Plant
Units 1 and 2
Docket Nos 050-0398

050-0399

Gentlemen:

Your letter of June 20 requested that we verify, through manufactur-
ing records or other suitable means, that valves important to nuclear safety
installed or to be installed at our facility meet the minimum wall thickness
requirements of the specified codes or standards. In the event that such
records are not currently available, you requested that we advise you of our
plans and schedules for demonstrating by suitable alternate means that valves
important to nuclear safety installed or to be installed at our facility are
acceptable with respect to wall thickness.

As of this date, no valves important to nuclear safety have been
manufactured for 1fendocino Power Plant. No orders have been placed as yet
with any valve manufacturer for any valves in this category.

It is our intention that purchase specifications for the valves
described below will require measurement of wall thickness and documentation
providing verification that the valves meet the minimum wall thickness require-
ments of the specified codes and standards.

All cast valves within the reactor coolant pressure boundary
(Quality Group Classification A as defined in Safety Guide 26)
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and within the boundaries of systems of Quality Group
Classifications B and C as defined in Safety Guide 26
where the valves are;

(a) Over 1> inch nominal pipe size in water lines.

(b) Over 2$ inch nominal pipe size in steam lines.

While we understand the background that has led to verification of
minimum wall thickness for cast valve bodies in these Quality Group Classifica-
tions, we do not believe that this justifies extending verification to valve
bodies produced by forging or other processes.

Records documenting valve wall thicknesses will be available prior
to the installation of the valves that are important to nuclear safety.

Sincere ly,
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